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Why do we examine the capability 
approach?

1 P id N i F k– 1. Provides Normative Framework: 
Atkinson notes that ‘despite the prevalence of 

lf i iwelfare statements in economics, we are no 
longer subjecting them to critical analysis.’

– ‘The welfare basis of policy evaluation is a p y
topic which should receive greater priority in 
economics.’ ‘The Strange Disappearance of Welfare Economics’ 2001. 

(CA provides a partial  basis for econ policy)



Why do we examine the capabilityWhy do we examine the capability 
approach?

• 2. Is Prominent - has been widely cited by 
economists and social scientists

• “There is widespread agreement that 
deprivation is multidimensioned It is notdeprivation is multidimensioned. It is not 
enough to look only at income poverty; we 
have also to look at other attributes As Senhave also to look at other attributes. As Sen
has put it, “the role of income and wealth. . . 
has to be integrated into a broader and fullerhas to be integrated into a broader and fuller 
picture of success and deprivation”

– Atkinson, A.B. 2002



Why?, cont’d

• Bourguignon and Chakravarty 2003 also draw 
on the capability approach to justify their p y pp j y
multidimensional approach to measurement: 

• “Well-being is intrinsically multidimensionalWell being is intrinsically multidimensional 
from the view point of ‘capabilities’ and 
‘functionings ’” (2003 p 26)functionings.  (2003 p 26)

• Was used by the Stiglitz Sen Fitoussi
(Sarkozy) Commission next lecture(Sarkozy) Commission – next lecture. 



Why do we examine the capabilityWhy do we examine the capability 
approach?

• 3. After Financial crisis, need own compass

• Acemoglu (2009) wrote of economists “we letAcemoglu (2009) wrote of economists, we let 
[policy-makers’] policies and rhetoric set the 
agenda for our thinking about the world andagenda for our thinking about the world and, 
worse, perhaps, even for our policy advice.” 

• Nick Stern went so far as to reverse Keynes’• Nick Stern went so far as to reverse Keynes  
quote and claim that of late economists had been 
the slaves of defunct politicians (EEA 2009)the slaves of defunct politicians (EEA 2009).  



Why?  Nicholas Stern:

• The story … is one of ideology taking over as 
an approach to policy during a crucial period 
when economics had the tools to provide a 
framework, and a collection of perspectives, 
to better inform judgments on policy….

• Thus my argument is for a collection of 
principles and approaches, well-informed 
empirically, and carefully applied to inform 
judgments of policy, in contrast to a single 
overriding simple-minded approach… EEA 09



By the end of this class you should: y y
• Understand key concepts fully & accurately 

C bilit F ti i A C bilit A hCapability, Functionings, Agency, Capability Approach

• Understand why capabilities might be a more 
d i bl ‘ ’ f l i hdesirable ‘space’ for evaluation than resources 
and utility. 

• Be able to write accurate descriptions of the 
capability approach

• Understand linkages with other prominent 
concepts (MDGs, Happiness, HR, etc) p ( pp )



Capability Approach – history
• 1979 – Sen ‘Equality of What’?
• Basic Needs – same motivation but in some versions people areBasic Needs same motivation but in some versions people are 

passive. CA adds freedom
• 1980s – focused on growth as end; CA growth as means; needs 

to be complemented by HD / CAto be complemented by HD / CA
• 1990s to present: Annual Human Devt Reports
• Key texts by Sen: 

– 1984: Commodities and Capabilities 
– 1992: Inequality Re-Examined.
– 1993: Quality of Life (edited with Martha Nussbaum)Q y f f ( )
– 1999: Development as Freedom
– 2009: The Idea of Justice

• Now a large group of other authors (Nussbaum et al)Now a large group of other authors (Nussbaum et al)
• Is this approach still relevant, or has it been superseded? 



Amartya Sen key authorAmartya Sen, key author

Born 1933 in Dhaka, Bangladesh.

Primary education in Tagore’s school y g
in Santiniketan, India.  

Witnessed Bengal famine in which 2-3 
million people diedmillion people died.

Witnessed murder of  a muslim day 
laborer in the times of  partition

Studied in Kolkata and Cambridge 
UK; taught in Delhi School of  
Economics, London School of  
Economics, Oxford, Cambridge and 
Harvard.

Received Nobel prize 1998Received Nobel prize 1998

Currently teaching at Harvard.



Capability

All formulations of capability have two parts:  freedom
and valuable beings and doings (functionings).  

Sen’s significant contribution has been to unite the two 
conceptsconcepts.

Capability:  Functioning & Freedom



Capability

• the various combinations of functionings 
(beings and doings) that the person can 
achie e [It] is th s a set of ectors ofachieve.  [It] is, thus, a set of vectors of 
functionings, reflecting the person’s freedom to 
lead one type of life or another...to choose from yp
possible livings. (Inequality Re-examined)

• think of it as a budget set
• “The focus here is on the freedom that a person 

actually has to do this or be that – things that he or 
she may value doing or being ” Idea of Justice 232she may value doing or being.  Idea of Justice 232

.



Functionings 

the various things a person may value and have 
reason to value doing or beingg g

- intuitive
intrinsically valuable to the person- intrinsically valuable to the person

- intrisic value (have reason to value)
- so avoids adaptive preferences
- ‘doings and beings’ is our focal spaceg g p



Functionings allow for differentFunctionings allow for different 
interpersonal conversion factors

Resources      Capability         Functionings      Utility

Bike Able to      Ride around       
id dride around

Food Able to be Nourished 

nourished



Ingrid Robeyns 2005: Social Influences matter! 



Note: functionings & indicators

• Which are direct indicators of functionings?
A. Asset index
B. Subjective Well-being / Happiness
C. Body Mass Index
D. Literacy
E. Years of Schooling
F. Self-reported health



Freedom

• “the real opportunity that we have to 
accomplish what we value”  

• “The ‘good life’ is partly a life of genuine 
choice, and not one in which the person is 
forced into a particular life – however rich it 
might be in other respects.”

It is authentic self-direction – the ability to shape 
one’s own destiny as a person and a part of 

i itivarious communities. 



Freedom is regularly misunderstood
• Freedom is Not a ‘paper’ freedom: it has to be 

effective freedom, a real possiblity. 

• Freedom is Not = maximization of choices without 
d h i li d l ’ lregard to their quality and people’s values 

“Indeed sometimes more freedom of choice can bemuse and befuddle, and 
make one’s life more wretched ”make one s life more wretched.

• Freedom is Not necessarily direct control by an y y
individual. Groups, states, etc can increase freedoms 
by public action and investment. 



Freedom

for Sen, Freedom has two aspects ~  

Process Aspect:

ability to act on behalf of what
Opportunity Aspect:
Real opportunity to achieveability to act on behalf of what 

matters
(agency)

Real opportunity to achieve 
valued functionings, 
selected from among (agency)

Institutions, movements,
democratic practice

various good 
possibilities. 

( p bilit )democratic practice (capability)



Agency: Definitions
“what a person is free to do and achieve in pursuitwhat a person is free to do and achieve in pursuit 
of whatever goals or values he or she regards as 
important.” p
Sen “Well-being Agency and Freedom” J of Philosophy 1985: 203

“someone who acts and brings about change, 
and whose achievements can be judged in terms of 
h l d bj ti h th ther own values and objectives, whether or not we 
assess them in terms of some external criteria as 
well”well   
Sen Development as Freedom. 1999: 19



Sen’s agency is wider than mostSen s agency is wider than most 
definitions of empowerment

• i) agency is exercised with respect to multiple goals; 
• ii) agency includes effective power as well as direct control; 
• iii) agency may advance wellbeing or may address other-iii) agency may advance wellbeing or may address other

regarding goals;
• iv) recognizing agency entails an assessment of the value of 

the agency objectives;the agency objectives; 
• v) agency introduces the need to incorporate the agents’ own 

responsibility for a state of affairs into their evaluation of it. 

Alkire 2008 in Arguments for a better world, Basu & Kanbur



Values

Agency is people’s ability to act on what they value and 
have reason to value. 

Capability: peole’s freedom to enjoy beings and doings 
that they value and have reason to valuethat they value and have reason to value. 

Value: People’s own perspectiveValue:  People s own perspective

Have Reason to Value: Objective value judgement.Have Reason to Value: Objective value judgement. 



Outcomes & 
Opport.

Processes & 
Agency

Capability
Space

Process
Freedoms

PrinciplesPrinciples
Equity

EfficiencyEfficiency
Responsibility

Long-term



Other Process freedoms: 

Social Movements, Advocacy, 
Democratic Practice, Responsibility
“The fact that so many people … go on perishing 
from persistent deprivation on a regular basis, is a 
calamity to which the world has, somewhat 
i dibl t ll t d It d tincredibly, got coolly accustomed. It does not 
seem to engender the kind of shock and disquiet 
that might be reasonable to expect given the 
enormity of the tragedy Indeed the subject oftenenormity of the tragedy. Indeed, the subject often 
generates either cynicism (‘not a lot can be done 
about it’) or complacent irresponsibility (‘don’t 
blame me – it is not a problem for which I am p
answerable’).

What is lacking is constructiveWhat is lacking is constructive 
impatience and public outcry 



“Wh t t d  t  i fl  th  “What tends to inflame the 
minds of suffering humanity f ff g y
cannot but be of immediate 

interest both to policy making interest both to policy-making 
and to the diagnosis of 

injustice.“  

Sen The Idea of Justice 2009 p 388



Relevant for Research

“After 15 years of research 
h d f ion hunger and famines, one 

is perhaps entitled to feel like an ‘expert’ of 
sorts on these matters. Yet I did not always 
find myself better equipped than others to y q pp
understand the practical issues…At times, I 
even felt embarrassingly ignorant comparedeven felt embarrassingly ignorant compared 
with local people who had little formal 
education but a sharp understanding of theeducation but a sharp understanding of the 
real world.”(Jean Drèze ‘02)



Engaged Research –
virtuous circle for 
research qualityq y

‘th l f i tifi h i‘the value of scientific research can, in 
many circumstances, be enhanced even 
further if it is combined with real world 
involvement and action ’involvement and action.

Jean Drèze ‘02



Drèze & Sen 2002: 
C bili i dCapabilities and agency

“The approach … is essentially a ‘people-centered’ pp y p p
approach, which puts human agency (rather than 
organizations such as markets or governments) at the 
centre of the stage. The crucial role of social opportunities g pp
is to expand the realm of human agency and freedom, both 
as an end in itself and as a means of further expansion of 
freedom The word ‘social’ in the expression ‘socialfreedom. The word social  in the expression social 
opportunity’ (…) is a useful reminder not to view individuals 
and their opportunities in isolated terms. The options that a 
person has depend greatly on relations with others and onperson has depend greatly on relations with others and on 
what the state and other institutions do. We shall be 
particularly concerned with those opportunities that are 
strongly influenced by social circumstances and publicstrongly influenced by social circumstances and public 
policy…” (page 6).



Objective of DevelopmentObjective of Development
“Development can be seen…as a process of expanding the real freedoms 

that people enjoy.”   Opening Sentence, Development as Freedom

The goal of development is the “promotion and expansion of valuable 
capabilities.” Sen, “Development as Capability Expansion”

People are the real wealth of nations. Indeed, the basic purpose 
of development is to enlarge human freedoms. The process 
of development can expand human capabilities by expanding 
th h i th t l h t li f ll d ti lithe choices that people have to live full and creative lives. 
And people are both the beneficiaries of such development 
and the agents of the progress and change that bring it about. 
This process must benefit all individuals equitably and buildThis process must benefit all individuals equitably and build 
on the participation of each of them. This approach to 
development—human development—has been advocated by 
every Human Development Report since the first in 1990.y p p

HDR 2004 p 127



What is the Capability Approach?
Sen’s capability approach is a moral framework ItSen s capability approach is a moral framework. It 

proposes that:
• social arrangements should be primarily• social arrangements should be primarily 

evaluated according to the extent of freedom 
people have to promote or achieve functioningspeople have to promote or achieve functionings 
they value.



Evaluation vs Prospective

• Alkire 08 clarifies that in practice the 
capability approach has two uses: p y pp

• Evaluative:  comparative assessments of 
states of affairsstates of affairs 

• Prospective: a working set of the policies to 
expand capabilities together with theexpand capabilities – together with the 
processes of doing so, and contextual
considerationsconsiderations. 



Key issues to emphasise (Idea of Justice)

1. Capability Approach = informational focus. 
Does not propose how to use that info. p p

2. “the capability approach is concerned with a 
plurality of different features of our livesplurality of different features of our lives 
and concerns” (IJ 233) – multidimensionality

3 “it proposes a serious departure from3. it proposes a serious departure from 
concentrating on the means of living to the 
actual opportunities of living ” focus on endsactual opportunities of living.  – focus on ends



Further features of CA (Idea of Justice)Further features of CA (Idea of Justice)
Opportunity not just Achievement

1. Why go beyond achievements to 
opportunities (beyond functionings)pp ( y g )
 CA includes information on achieved functionings
 Same achieved functionings go with different freedoms 

(fasting)
 Capability to choose can be important (immigrants)
 P l ibilit Personal responsibility

(I h t f d )(Issue: how to measure freedom)



Further features of CA (Idea of Justice)Further features of CA (Idea of Justice)
Incommensurability

• Utilitarian tradition required ‘beating every valuable 
thing down to some kind of an allegedly 
homogeneous magnitude of ‘utility’. 

• Massive use of GNP to indicate well-being
• “Non-commensurability is present when several 

dimensions of value are irreducible to one another” 
IJ 240IJ 240

• “serious exercises of social valuation cannot avoid 
d li i r th r ith th l ti fdealing, in one way or another, with the valuation of 
diverse objects”  (This affects ‘weights’)



Further features of CA (Idea of Justice)Further features of CA  (Idea of Justice)
Public Reasoning & Value Judgements

• With total commensurability, economics is purely 
mathematical. Incommensurability is solved by 
value judgements. A key mechanisms for making 
these judgements is public reasoning.
Th b bl d h• “The connection between public reasoning and the 

choice and weighting of capabilities in social 
assessment is important to emphasise ” p 242assessment is important to emphasise.  p 242

• Partial rankings (incomplete agreement) likely.
• (choice of dim/ t in oke p blic re on?)• (choice of dim/wts invoke public reason?)



“Cl l  d b t  d “Clearly, debates and 
discussions are not always y

effective. But they can be.”

Sen The Idea of Justice 2009 p 88



Questions:
• How does the Capability Approach view• How does the Capability Approach view 

Inequality?
Wh bili i i ?• What capabilities are most important?

• Which capabilities should have the greatest 
weight?

• How do we weight the capabilities of g p
different generations?

• How should indigenous groups’ capabilitiesHow should indigenous groups  capabilities 
appear in national plans? 



Questions:
• How does the Capability Approach view 

In q lit ? R is s th iss V l j d m ntInequality? Raises the issue; Value judgement 
for public reasoning (VJ4PR)

h bili i i ? 4P• What capabilities are most important? VJ4PR
• Which capabilities should have the greatest 

weight? (VJ4PR)
• How do we weight the capabilities of g p

different generations? (VJ4PR)
• How should indigenous groups’ capabilitiesHow should indigenous groups  capabilities 

appear in national plans? (VJ4PR)



“O t   b  d t  “Outrage can be used to 
motivate, rather than to ,

replace, reasoning.”

Sen The Idea of Justice 2009 p 389



Further features of CA (Idea of Justice)Further features of CA (Idea of Justice)
Individuals and Communities

• Capabilities are seen primarily as attributes of 
people. Should ‘group capabilities’ matter?p p g p p
– Capabilities ‘bring in social influences’ – people 

are not totally independent of course!y p
– Groups could coerce persons (intrahh dist)
– People belong to several groupsp g g p
– And people disagree with their groups

(Evaluation vs policy)



Other Common Misunderstandings
• It is deliberately incomplete – it has to beIt is deliberately incomplete it has to be 

operationalized differently in different contexts. 

• Not all multidimensional poverty analyses are• Not all multidimensional poverty analyses are 
capability analyses – consider freedom/agency, 
intrinsic value of capabilities space of capabilitiesintrinsic value of capabilities, space of capabilities 
not resources, etc. 



Part II

What does this mean in terms of some 
other objectives that guide 

d l t?development?
–MDGs
–Human Rts

H S i–Human Security
–Happinesspp



How do Human Development andHow do Human Development and 
the Capability Approach relate?

• H m D l pm t i pt ll f d d• Human Development is conceptually founded on 
the capability approach, and looks to application.

d h h h b f• HD used Sen’s phrase – that the objective of 
development is to expand capabilities – and 
i lifi d i “ d l ’ h i ”simplified it to “expand people’s choices.” 

• The language has changed; the objective has not.
• Whereas there are significant conceptual differences 

between HD and HR, HS, MDGs, there are not, , ,
significant differences with the CA. 



The MDGs and Human Dev:The MDGs and Human Dev:
An untold story?

• The1990, 1991 and 1994 HDRs advocated National 
Action plans that would specify HD priorities and p p y p
policies for each context.

• The 1990 HDR also suggested setting realisticThe 1990 HDR also suggested setting realistic 
‘global targets for human development’. 

• Targets would create a ‘conducive environment and• Targets would create a conducive environment and 
political pressure for their serious pursuit 
nationally and internationally’nationally and internationally . 

• Sample targets were named in 1991 & 1994



Haq 1995: Consensus is keyHaq 1995: Consensus is key

• Mahbub ul Haq’s 1995 book reiterated theMahbub ul Haq s 1995 book reiterated the 
vital need for a Global compact. 

• He recognised that such a compact would• He recognised that such a compact would 
limit some of the more visionary aspects of 
human development but argued this washuman development, but argued this was 
necessary:
Th t k f i th t t• The task of overcoming the worst aspects 
of human deprivation in the next decade 
i f t i t t t b ifi d this far too important to be sacrificed on the 
altar of unnecessary controversy (p 185). 



Do the MDGs expand capabilities?
(1) Eradicate extreme hunger and poverty.(1) Eradicate extreme hunger and poverty. 
(2) Achieve universal primary education. 
(3) P t d lit d(3) Promote gender equality and empower women. 
(4) Reduce child mortality by two-thirds. 
(5) Reduce maternal mortality by three-quarters.
(6) Combat HIV/AIDS, malaria, and other diseases. ( ) C V/ S, ,
(7) Ensure environmental sustainability. 
(8) Develop a global partnership for development(8) Develop a global partnership for development. 



1 Are the MDGs focused on functionings /capabilities?1. Are the MDGs focused on functionings /capabilities?

(1) Eradicate extreme hunger and poverty. 
(2) Achieve universal primary education.(2) Achieve universal primary education. 
(3) Promote gender equality and empower women. 
(4) Reduce child mortality by two-thirds. 
(5) Reduce maternal mortality by three-quarters.
(6) Combat HIV/AIDS, malaria, and other diseases. 
(7) Ensure environmental sustainability. 

(8) Develop a global partnership for development.



1 Are the MDGs focused on functionings /capabilities?1. Are the MDGs focused on functionings /capabilities? 

Or do they focus on resources, or utility? 

(1) Eradicate extreme hunger & poverty.   Hunger-Y; $ - indirectly
(2) Achieve universal primary education if schooling creates knowl(2) Achieve universal primary education. if schooling creates knowl.
(3) Promote gender equality and empower women. Yes. 
(4) Reduce child mortality by two-thirds. Yes.(4) Reduce child mortality by two thirds.  Yes. 
(5) Reduce maternal mortality by three-quarters. Yes. 
(6) Combat HIV/AIDS, malaria, and other diseases.  Yes. 
(7) Ensure environmental sustainability. These are vital resources

(8) Develop a global partnership for development. Indirectly.(8) Develop a global partnership for development. Indirectly.



1. Are the MDGs focused on functionings /capabilities?
Do their indicators adequately represent their focus?

(1) Eradicate extreme hunger and poverty.   Hunger –U5m, calories; $1/day,

Do their indicators adequately represent their focus? 

(2) Achieve universal primary education. Indirectly – if schooling creates knowl.
(3) Promote gender equality and empower women. Yes, in part. 
(4) Reduce child mortality by two-thirds.  Yes. ( ) y y
(5) Reduce maternal mortality by three-quarters. Yes. 
(6) Combat HIV/AIDS, malaria, and other diseases.  In part. 
(7) Ensure environmental sustainability These are resources tho vital ones(7) Ensure environmental sustainability. These are resources – tho vital ones. 

(8) Develop a global partnership for development. Indirectly.

Most MDGs are focused on functionings; g
although the indicators for some are resources. 



2 If we meet the MDGs will capabilities have expanded?

(1) Eradicate extreme hunger and poverty. 

2. If  we meet the MDGs will capabilities have expanded?

(2) Achieve universal primary education. 
(3) Promote gender equality and empower women. 
(4) Reduce child mortality by two-thirds(4) Reduce child mortality by two-thirds. 
(5) Reduce maternal mortality by three-quarters.
(6) Combat HIV/AIDS, malaria, and other diseases. 
(7) E i l i bili(7) Ensure environmental sustainability. 

(8) Develop a global partnership for development.

1. Do people value the functionings the MDGs deliver?
2. Are they coerced into enjoying them or do they act as agents? 
3. Do other valuable options shrink? If  so does this outweight MDG 

progress? 



2. Does progress towards MDGs expand capabilities?

Technically the MDGs could be met in prison. y p

When can we claim that an expansion of  basic p
functionings IS an expansion of  capabilities?

If  these 3 conditions are met, MDGs expand capabilities.
• People value the functionings the MDGs deliver. 
• People are not coerced; the participate as agents• People are not coerced; they participate as agents. 
• Other valuable options (culture, violence, social) do not 

shrink so much as to outweigh MDG progress.shrink so much as to outweigh MDG progress. 



MDGs and HD:
MDGs HD
Fixed in number Open-endedp
Fixed in time (somewhat) Flexible
Fixed internationally Needs periodic debatey p
Developing ctries All countries
Focused on poor Includes all people*p p p
Needs political will Needs political will
Silent on participation Requires participationp p q p p
Concrete LT Political focus  req LT concrete goals

* With priority for poor



Human Development and HumanHuman Development and Human 
Rights

A conceptual exploration

• This insistence on a claim on others takes us beyond y
the idea of human development. 

HDR 2000HDR 2000 



HR and HD:
HR HD

Moral/Normative Moral/NormativeMoral/Normative Moral/Normative
MD - Universal Decl MD - Open-ended 
Fixed in time Flexible, contextual
Fixed internationally Needs periodic debatey p
Specifies obligations Seeks expansions
Independent Studies interconexnsIndependent Studies interconexns

All top priority Can sequence, prior.
Legal Institutions, norms Other institutions. 



H S it d HD?Human Security and HD?
HS: to protect the vital core of all human livesHS: to protect the vital core of  all human lives 

in ways that enhance human freedoms and 
human fulfilment. HS Now 03human fulfilment.  HS Now 03

• people-centred 

• freedom from fear and freedom from want. 

• focused in scope to critical pervasive threats f p p

• attends to downside risks to human lives

But many alternatives, 40+ definitions…



Human Security and State Security 
(Like Human Development and Economic Development)( p p )

Similarities: 
Both are focused in scopeBoth are focused in scope
Both prepare for worst case scenarios
Both are multidisciplinary and multidimensional

Differences: 
The Unit of Analysis shifts to the human being not the nation.

d b dThe focal dimensions widen beyond territorial aggression, to 
include economic, social, political, and military security. 
Clear emphasis on empowerment as well as on protection. p p p



HS and HD:
HS HD
Vital core of freedoms All freedoms
Protect from threat/risk Expand freedoms
Participation Agency & Participationp g y p
Protection Many roles/institutns. 
Multidimensional Multidimensional 
All countries All countries
Includes all people* Includes all people*p p p p
Needs political will Needs political will
People not territory People not economyp y p y

* With priority for poor



Why include happiness/SWB in 
assessing human development?

“H i ith d b“Happiness… can, with good reason, be seen as a very 
important human functioning, among others. The capability 
to be happy is, similarly, a major aspect of the freedom that we 
h d t l Th ti f h ihave good reason to value. The perspective of happiness 
illuminates a critically important part of human life” 
(Sen 2009, The idea of justice, p. 276).

Value:
• Clear intrinsic and possibly instrumental importance
• Provide richer understanding of people’s values and experiences
• Explain better motivations underlying behavior• Explain better motivations underlying behavior.



Happiness and HD: Emphasises people’s interior life pp
& subjective states; Loses multidimensionality, participation, width

Happiness HD
Psychological state All freedomsy g
Subjective Objective & Subjective
Unidimensional Multi-dimensional
Might favor discontented Priority for poor
Policies as yet unclear Policy/implications y y p

clearer



How does the CA acknowledge 
happiness

• Happiness a momentous achievement.
• It is a functioningIt is a functioning
• It also reflects other functionings somewhat

H S di i h L d h• However, Sen disagrees with Layard, who 
writes, ‘unlike all other goals, [happiness] is 

lf id l d’self-evidently good’. 
• Sen argues other capabilities are self-evidently 

good (as do others – e.g. Finnis, Aristotle)



Economics: the dismal science? 

John Stuart Mill
By a mighty effort of willBy a mighty effort of will
Overcame his natural bonhomie
A d h ‘P i i l f P li i l E ’And wrote the ‘Principles of Political Economy’

– Bentley, cited in Idea of Justice 269



How adequate is happiness as aHow adequate is happiness as a 
measure of well-being or poverty?

• Sen argues Happiness is not a good measure 
because people’s preferences adapt.p p p p

• “It is by coming to terms with one’s hopeless 
predicament that life is made somewhatpredicament that life is made somewhat 
bearable by the traditional underdogs, such as 
oppressed minorities sweated workersoppressed minorities... sweated workers... 
precarious sharecroppers...subdued 
housewives... They train themselves to takehousewives... They train themselves to take 
pleasure in small mercies.”



Is happiness a sufficient objective?  

• Two significant omissions: 

• Happiness views place no explicit orHappiness views place no explicit or 
distinctive value on agency. Creating 
happiness becomes a psychological projecthappiness becomes a psychological project 
for the experts. 

• Happiness has no concept of obligation• Happiness has no concept of obligation. 
Inherent in the CA is the notion of 
responsibility towards others; not inresponsibility towards others; not in 
happiness. 



Human Development/Capabilities & ...
MDGs , Human Rights, Human Security, HappinessMDGs , Human Rights, Human Security, Happiness

 At one level, all of  these are relate to the overall project of  
human development (HR happiness pre dates it)human development (HR, happiness pre-dates it). 

 HS, HR => Different Audience (Military, Legal), similar Agenda
 Unit of  Analysis = person, not economy/territory/precedenty p , y/ y/p d
 Focal Space = capabilities and functionings - people’s lives

 To varying extents (except happiness), each is a political agenda, 
work-in-progress, a rallying cry for all those seeking human and 
humane alternatives.

 Some are also associated with different parts of  the UN System, 
different ‘owners’  and constituencies...  They are associated in 
diff t t t ith diff r nt (+ r ) t mdifferent contexts with different  (+ or -) outcomes. 



In sum: ideas matter
Sen: ‘a misconceived theory can kill’Sen: a misconceived theory can kill
As an enduring ethical framework, the g ,

Capability Approach can critically 
assess, strengthen and complete , g p
existing frameworks, thus influence the 
frontiers & the direction of change.g



By the end of this class you should: y y
• Understand key concepts fully & accurately 

C bilit F ti i A C bilit A hCapability, Functionings, Agency, Capability Approach

• Understand why capabilities might be a more 
d i bl ‘ ’ f l i hdesirable ‘space’ for evaluation than resources 
and utility. 

• Be able to write accurate descriptions of the 
capability approach

• Understand linkages with other prominent 
concepts (MDGs, Happiness, HR, etc) p ( pp )


